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Access Control: 

For the MSB X Logs software: end users, support staff, or administrators require a valid user-
name and password to access information within X Logs and that user must be approved by 
either the district or MSB staff. End users of X Logs are broken up into four types: Adminis-
trator, Team Leader, Service Provider or Data Entry Clerk. Each role provides different levels 
of access to student information. Beyond that, each end user’s capabilities can be granularly 
modified for maximum oversight. User passwords require: complexity, minimum length, re-
use quota, and expiry. Usernames have a set number of login attempts before lockout.

Every communication with X Logs servers are through HTTPS protocol. MSB provides an 
*EV SSL certificate with SHA-256-bit with RSA encryption.
Verifiable at: 

https://www.sslshopper.com/ssl-checker.html#hostname=solutions.msbconnect.com

EV SSL certificates are extended validation certificates that involves stringent vetting pro-
cesses to validate and verify if the entity which has requested for an SSL certificate is legiti-
mate. Users can see a green address bar if the website is secured with an authorized EV SSL 
certificate. EV SSL certificates activate the padlock in browser address bars, but EV stands 
out from other certificate types because it presents the name of the verified website owner 
as well. Prominently displaying the verified company name helps distinguish the site from 
phishing or impostor sites. The web application servers are configured to automatically re-
ject all non-SSL traffic to the site.
If a non-SSL connection is attempted, it is automatically redirected to the secure connection. 
This prevents both accidental as well as intentional avoidance of the SSL.

All successful direct access to PII on database servers by MSB IT staff and our server hosting 
company, LiquidWeb’s staff, can only be done via our secure internal networks or through 
our encrypted VPN connection. These individuals access PII containing databases with cre-
dentialed access. User passwords require: complexity, minimum length, reuse quota, and 
expiry. Usernames have a set number of login attempts before lockout.

NIST SP 800-171: 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.5, 3.1.8, 3.1.13, 3.1.16 and 3.1.17
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Awareness and Training

Below is MSB’s internal Acceptable Use Policy (AUP):

This Policy is a guide to the acceptable use of MSB Consulting LLC and its subsidiaries  net-
work facilities and services (Services). Any individual connected to The MSB CONSULTING 
LLC network in order to use it directly, or to connect to any other network(s), must comply 
with this policy and the stated purposes and Acceptable Use policies of any other net-
work(s) or host(s) used. The following guidelines will be applied to determine whether or not 
a particular use of the Services is appropriate: 

• Users must respect the privacy of others. Users shall not intentionally seek information 
on, or represent themselves as another user unless explicitly authorized to do so by that 
user. Nor shall users obtain copies of, modify files or other data, or passwords belonging 
to others.

• Users must respect the legal protection applied to programs, data, images, and written 
documents and other materials as provided by governmental, jurisdictional, copyright, 
licensure, and other proprietary rights mechanisms.

• Users must respect the integrity of other public or private computing and network sys-
tems. Users shall not intentionally develop or use programs that harass other users or 
infiltrate any other computer, computing system, or network, and/or damage or alter the 
software components or file systems of a computer, computing system, or network.

• Use should be consistent with guiding ethical statements and accepted community 
standards. Use of the Services for malicious, fraudulent, or misrepresentative purposes is 
not acceptable.

• The Services may not be used in ways that violate applicable laws or regulations.
• The Services may not be used in a manner that precludes or significantly hampers net-

work access by others. Nor may the Services be used in a manner that significantly im-
pairs access to other networks connected to the MSB CONSULTING LLC network.

• Connections which create routing patterns that are inconsistent with the effective and 
shared use of the Services may not be established.

• Repeated, unsolicited, and/or unwanted communication of an intrusive nature is strictly 
prohibited.
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Awareness and Training

• By using X Logs or other MSB CONSULTING LLC network Services, you agree to hold 
MSB CONSULTING LLC and its subsidiaries harmless for any damages that may result 
from access to the Internet or inappropriate usage.

• Staff that become aware of potentially inappropriate or illegal network activity, computer 
use, and/or services use should immediately contact the MSB CONSULTING LLC securi-
ty officer.

The intent of this policy is to identify certain types of use that is not appropriate, but this pol-
icy does not necessarily enumerate all possible inappropriate use. Using the guidelines giv-
en above, we may at any time make a determination that a particular use is not appropriate.

MSB staff are informed of our AUP upon orientation. Staff with roles that have access to PII 
complete a security training on responsibilities and duties in regard to protecting informa-
tion. These staff members have a bi-annual review of current security stances and changes 
in responsibilities.

NIST SP 800-171: 3.2.1, 3.2.2
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Audit and Accountability

MSB does quarterly penetration tests and vulnerability scans on X Logs and its servers to 
ensure security standards are met. These tests create reports that provide MSB with an 
ongoing record of any vulnerabilities our systems may have, systems health, and historical 
activities. MSB uses these tools to remediate. MSB also employs multiple intrusion detection 
and prevention systems (IDS and IPS) (Alert Logic and Ubiquiti being the most significant) 
that provide real time information on attempted network intrusions. MSB also does quarterly 
penetration tests and vulnerability scans on our internal office network as well as the net-
work surrounding our remote assets at LiquidWeb.

All MSB servers keep a historical log that allows us to trace and identify the actions of 
unique individual users.

NIST SP 800-171: 3.3.1, 3.3.2

Configuration Management

MSB maintains detailed inventory on all company owned hardware, which includes: serv-
ers (on and offsite), staff laptops, and staff mobile phones. Each device is configured based 
on job description and the security requirements of that role. Device standards, configura-
tions, and security are set and enforced through Active Directory and JAMF Mobile Device 
Management. MSB system administration staff, and the security officer are able to restrict, 
disable, and prevent the use of nonessential programs, functions, ports, protocols, and ser-
vices on the network and company devices at will.

NIST SP 800-171: 3.4.1
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Identification and Authentication

As mentioned earlier, X Logs offers role-based application security to qualified staff and 
administrators on the features they can access within the application. Each user registered 
is verified before having access to an account or student information. End users, support 
staff, or administrators require a valid username and password to access information within 
X Logs, and that user must be approved by either the district or MSB. Users can be bro-
ken up into four types: Administrator, Team Leader, Service Provider or Data Entry Clerk. 
Each role provides different levels of access to student information. Beyond that, each end 
user’s capabilities can be granularly modified for maximum oversight. End users are given 
access to student information only within the confines of accounts representing their dis-
trict(s). They cannot view, edit, or access student information in districts for which they have 
not been approved. These controls allow X Logs and MSB as a company to authenticate 
user’s access. User passwords require: complexity, minimum length, reuse quota, and ex-
piry. Usernames have a set number of login attempts before lockout.

All successful direct access to PII on database servers by MSB IT staff and our server 
hosting company, LiquidWeb’s staff, can only be done via our secure internal networks or 
through our encrypted VPN connection. These individuals access PII containing databas-
es with credentialed access. User passwords require: complexity, minimum length, reuse 
quota, and expiry. Usernames have a set number of login attempts before lockout.

NIST SP 800-171: 3.5.1, 3.5.2, 3.5.7
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Incident Response

The MSB breach and incident response team is comprised of the IT director, security of-
ficer,  system administration members, and select development employees. Actions and 
outcomes are detailed in the MSB internal breach handbook. One key portion of the hand-
book is the duty that “...rests with MSB to immediately notify affected clients…” as well as the 
appropriate authorities in a breach scenario.

NIST SP 800-171: 3.6.1

Maintenance

MSB mandates and performs maintenance on organizational systems continually every 
month. This process is outlined in the MSB security document. System administration per-
sonnel perform all maintenance.

MSB uses the “Clear, Purge and Destroy” methodology outlined in the NIST SP 800-88 
Revision 1 when it comes to the discontinuation of hardware.
Discontinued MSB server drives located at our hosting company, LiquidWeb, are wiped 
by LiquidWeb via a “military wiper.” Server drives that are past their usability window have 
holes drilled into them, and are then physically shredded.

NIST SP 800-171: 3.7.1, 3.7.2, 3.7.3
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Media Protection

LiquidWeb, our production server provider, provides security for all production X Logs ser-
vices. There security measures are outlined in both of the attached documents, LiquidWeb 
2018 SOC 2 Type 2 and their bridging document.

MSB servers are secured by locked server racks in a locked server room. All employees 
have only credentialed access to data, systems and services that their job description dic-
tates. Changes in access are determined in consultation with management, system admin-
istration and the security officer. These protections allow MSB to secure media.

MSB uses the “Clear, Purge and Destroy” methodology outlined in the NIST SP 800-88 
Revision 1 when it comes to the discontinuation of media.

NIST SP 800-171: 3.8.1, 3.8.2, 3.8.3, 3.8.5

Personnel Security

MSB does background checks on all employees hired into the organization. These back-
ground checks are performed through Careerbuilder. Criminal record, multi-jurisdiction 
index search, and social security trace report are among the areas checked.

NIST SP 800-171: 3.9.1, 3.9.2

Physical Protection 

MSB employs an electronic door locking mechanism that logs and monitors all entrances 
and exits. Also, see “Media Protection.”

NIST SP 800-171: 3.10.1, 3.10.1
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Security & Risk Assessment

MSB currently conducts Security Risk Assessments (SRA) bi-annually. MSB currently uses 
the Department of Health and Human Services SRA tool to assist this task. (complete by 
May 3rd and have completed on file) New standards and technologies in conjunction with 
our SRA allow us to refine and update our security controls as needed.

Also, see “Audit and Accountability”

NIST SP 800-171: 3.11.1, 3.11.2, 3.11.3, 3.12.1, 3.12.2, 3.12.3

System and Communications Protection 

Network security of LiquidWeb and MSB joint networks provides significant protection 
against traditional network security issues including:
IP spoofing
Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks
Port scanning
Packet sniffing

• As a part of the network setup, LiquidWeb and MSB have taken extreme care to ensure 
the following:

• Security groups
• Only those ports which are required for the functioning of each of the servers, accord-

ing to their role, are kept open. Also, connectivity from each of the servers within X Logs 
is controlled strictly based on the role of each server. For example, only the application 
servers will be able to connect to the required port of the database servers.

• Network Interfaces
• As per the role of the server, the necessary security groups are only associated to a 

specific server, thereby controlling the connectivity to those servers.
• Network Gear
• Redundant fiber entrance expandable to 1,840 gigabits per second
• Multiple redundant gigabit Ethernet links to Data Center 1 and Data Center 2
• Fully redundant Cisco distribution switches
• Redundant gigabit Ethernet links to each rack switch
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System and Communications Protection 

Sensitive data requiring transmittal via email to government or state officials is end-to end 
encrypted via Virtru. MSB uses Virtru in conjunction with our G Suite-based company email 
msbconnect.com. Virtru is the Google recommended encryption service that provides 
email and file encryption that allows MSB to protect data contained in our emails in transit 
out of our domain.

NIST SP 800-171: 3.12.1, 3.12.2, 3.12.3

System and Information Integrity

All customer data is stored in Microsoft SQL server databases. The primary database serv-
er has one live synchronously replicated slave database server (in Michigan) in an Avail-
ability Group Cluster, with 1 additional asynchronous slave database server (in Arizona for 
disaster recovery). LiquidWeb does cyclical backups of all data which is encrypted on sys-
tem center Data Protection Manager (DPM) servers. This data is overwritten every 14 days 
to protect PII.

There are several service checks that alert MSB staff in case of any abnormal activity or 
failures. LiquidWeb has a real-time monitoring team that looks at server health and deter-
mines if action is needed to remedy any potential outage or data loss. MSB internal IT has 
partnered with SolarWinds’ Database Analyzer to review current SQL flow of X Logs and 
send an alert to our staff if action is needed, making sure to escalate to LiquidWeb appro-
priately. Also, see “Audit and Accountability.”

MSB employee devices all use Bitdefender for protection from viruses and malware. 
These devices are continuously updated in an automated fashion with new definitions as 
they become available and verified.

NIST SP 800-171: 3.14.1, 3.14.2, 3.14.3, 3.14.4
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Vendor Integrations

Many of our customers partner with various IEP and other special education software com-
panies to store IEP and other student information and we build relationships with those 
vendors to import their data into our system. We provide a secure FTP server for vendors 
to upload data in a secure manner.

FTP Server

• Our FTP server is hosted in a secure data center behind an IDS, Firewall and Network-
Security protocols.

• Our FTP server is FTPS, using both secure protocols, TLS and SSL.
• We require matching peer IP address of control and data connection. This fights against 

potential bounce attacks connecting to our server and data stealing.
• We enforce PROT P to encrypt file transfers from point to point. This combats Man-In-

Middle attacks.
• We disallow unencrypted FTP connections, blocking them from the start.

Below is a list of security vendors with whom MSB works. Security documents of said 
vendors are available upon request.

Digital Defense Incorporated
Solarwinds
Alert Logic

Ubiquiti
Virtru


